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Purpose of this Document 
If you previously used Skipjack™ or EFS for credit card processing in PrintSmith, you may find the workflow with 
USA ePay different. This document assumes that you have already configured the connection to USA ePay and 
have started to process credit cards. This document highlights some aspects of the integration to make the 
process as smooth as possible. 

How PrintSmith and USA ePay Work Together 
To keep credit card information secure (and adhere to PCI compliance), no credit card information is stored in 
PrintSmith at any time. All credit card processing takes place in USA ePay, which takes care of the security and 
safety of your credit card transactions. 

• Credit card transactions (for example, in the cash register or when posting payments) are initiated from 
PrintSmith. 

• When you indicate in PrintSmith that a credit card is to be used for payment, a request is sent to USA 
ePay. (PrintSmith then waits a certain amount of time for a response from USA ePay.) 

• USA ePay opens a secure payment form in a browser window. If you are dealing with a customer in 
person and have a scanner, you can swipe the credit card to fill in the payment form. Otherwise, you 
can type the card information. 

• When USA ePay approves (or declines) the credit card transaction, this information is requested by  
PrintSmith. The status of all transactions (successful, declined, and so on) is available in the Credit 
Card Manager in PrintSmith.  

Note Credit cards stored for contacts are handled in a similar manner – the process is initiated in PrintSmith, 
but the credit card information is entered securely in a USA ePay form (again in a browser window). 
PrintSmith just knows a credit card is on file for a contact and displays the last 4 digits of the card. All 
the credit card information is stored in USA ePay, not PrintSmith. 
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About the Secure Payment Form 
The secure payment form (as well as the form to keep a credit card on file for a contact) always opens in a 
browser window (or on a new tab in the browser if the browser is already open). 

 
Here are some important points to keep in mind: 

• The form that you see may be slightly different, for example, it may include your company name or 
perhaps a warning not to use the browser back button while the form is open. The contents of the form 
are determined when your merchant account is set up. 

• You must provide the credit card information either by clicking Swipe and then using a scanner to swipe 
the card or by typing the card information. 

• Your system is configured to expect the credit card information to be entered within a certain time. If you 
find you are waiting a long time for a transaction to be processed or you cannot type the information 
quickly enough before the system “times out,” your administrator can adjust these timeout settings. See 
“Timeout Settings” on page 6.   

• While the payment form is open, never do any of the following before processing is complete: 

• Use the back button in the browser. 

• Refresh the browser. 

• Close the browser.  

Important If an error occurs during the processing of a card, for example, a bad card number was 
entered, do not use the back button and try again. Doing so will cause PrintSmith to 
receive a bad card error and stop the processing. Instead, close the browser tab/window 
and start the transaction again. 
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• If you need to cancel a transaction, minimize the browser window and click Cancel in the Credit Card 
Approval window in PrintSmith. This will ensure the transaction is cleanly canceled. 

 
Otherwise, keep the browser window open and wait for a message about the status of the transaction.  

Note There is no downside to keeping the browser open for a while; a new tab will just open for 
each transaction. You will then be able to check on a transaction, for example, see if the 
transaction was authorized even though PrintSmith timed out. For more about this, see “What 
If a Timeout Occurs?” on page 7.  At some point, however for security reasons, you should 
close the browser tab/window; otherwise, using the back button will refresh the card details, 
and the card could be charged again. 

• Unless the payment is declined, you will get a payment approved message. You can then safely close 
the browser window (but can also leave it open). The Auth Code for the payment is now also recorded 
in PrintSmith (for example, in the cash register). 

 

Timeout Settings 
The Credit Card Processor Setup window in PrintSmith includes three settings related to the timing of 
communication between PrintSmith and USA ePay. When you first start processing credit cards you may want to 
leave these settings in their default state. If, however, you find either that transactions are taking too long (there 
is a significant delay before you get a confirmation from USA ePay) or there are frequent timeouts because the 
card data is not entered fast enough, you should consider changing the timeout settings.  

 
The three settings control the following: 

• Seconds before first status check is the number of seconds PrintSmith waits before first trying to 
obtain an approval code from USA ePay. 
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• Seconds between status checks is the number of seconds PrintSmith waits before checking the 
status again.  

• Maximum count of status checks is the number of times that PrintSmith checks the status before 
timing out. 

In the example above, after you click a credit card icon in PrintSmith to open the payment form, PrintSmith first 
waits for 30 seconds before trying to get an approval code from USA ePay. If no code is available, PrintSmith 
tries again 5 seconds later, and will keep trying up to 10 times (at 5 second intervals).  

If you decide to adjust the settings, select Admin > Preferences > Accounting > Credit Card Info and click 
Processor Setup.  

General Guidelines for Changing the Timeout Settings 
• The ranges shown in the Credit Card Processor Setup window are suggestions, not fixed limits; you can 

enter either higher or lower numbers.  

• Your Internet connection is a factor – a high-speed connection will require less time for information to be 
exchanged. 

• If you exclusively swipe credit cards at your shop, you will need far less time to do so than if you are 
typing information. Consider making the Seconds before first status check much smaller in this case. 

• If you never swipe credit cards, you need to allow enough time for your CSRs to type the data. If some 
CSRs type slowly, keep that in mind. 

• If you swipe cards and enter them manually, your settings need to accommodate both scenarios. In this 
case, those swiping may experience a slight delay to allow those who type to do so without timing out. 

• If you decrease the Seconds before first status check and the Seconds between status checks, 
EFI strongly recommends that you keep the overall time the same by increasing Maximum count of 
status checks.  

What If a Timeout Occurs? 
If a timeout does occur, a message is displayed in PrintSmith.  

 
Timeouts are also recorded in the Credit Card Manager in PrintSmith. 

When a timeout occurs, the credit card transaction may have been authorized before the approval code was 
received by PrintSmith. To avoid charging a card a second time, always check whether the transaction was 
authorized before re-running the card.  

If the transaction was authorized, you should obtain the approval code and enter it manually in PrintSmith.   

For example, if the timeout happens when you are in the cash register, proceed as follows: 

1. Obtain the approval code for the transaction (either from the secure payment window if it is still open, or 
by logging into your merchant account and finding it in the list of transactions).  

2. Enter this approval code in the Ref # field in the Cash Register window in PrintSmith so you can post 
the transaction. 

Note You would follow a similar process if a timeout occurred when you were taking a deposit, posting a 
payment, and so on.  
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Take Advantage of Credit Card Manager 
PrintSmith Credit Card Manager is a very useful tool for reviewing credit card transactions and their status. For 
example, it lets you research a transaction, find a reference number, or reprint a receipt.  

• Select Admin > Credit Card Manager. The Credit Card Transaction Mgr window opens 

 
This window has a toolbar of buttons at the top and two tabs: Current and Historic. 

Toolbar Buttons 
Use the buttons as follows: 

Print Prints the list of transactions. Since the transactions are not kept after a daily 
closeout, this gives you a printed record of them. 

Refresh Updates the list (which is a snapshot of transactions). 

Void/Delete Voids or deletes a transaction that was hung. This rarely happens but could 
occur if the PrintSmith master crashes while a transaction is pending. (Only 
users with robust passwords can void or delete transactions.) 

Receipt Reprints the receipt for the selected transaction. 

Copy Refund Reference and 
Open Post Payments 

If doing a refund for a specific account, copies the reference number to the 
clipboard for the selected transaction and initiates the refund process.  

Color Coding 
Colors are used to identify transactions in the Credit Card Transaction Mgr window: 

• Black: processed transactions. 

• Red: credits and reversals. 

• Pink: Declined transactions or ones that did not go through (for example, PrintSmith timed out). 

• Green: Pending transactions (you are unlikely to see these unless the window is open while you are 
submitting a card transaction). 
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Current Tab  
The Current tab lists the card transactions that have taken place since the last daily closeout.  

 
This list includes: 

• Information about the transaction, for example, Charge to card, with the last four digits of the card 
number where applicable. 

• The amount involved. 

• The status, for example, Approved or Declined. 

• The order (invoice) number. 

• The name of the user who was logged in when the transaction was recorded. 

Historic Tab 
The Historic tab lists all credit card transactions in reverse chronological order (most recent first) with more 
details than the Current tab includes.  

Tip Scroll to the right to see all the columns. Alternatively, expand the window so you can see more 
columns at a time. 

 
The additional details include: 

• The date of the transaction. 

• The type of transaction, for example, Charge or Credit. 

• The last four digits of the card number. 

• The card holder’s name (for credit cards on file). 

• The expiration date (for credit cards on file). 
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• The PrintSmith customer account number. 

• The reference number for the transaction. (This is needed for refunds or credits.) 

• The message (if applicable) from the approval system, for example, Card Declined. 

• Flags related to the credit card such as AVS (address verification system), CW2 (control security code), 
and so on. 

• A file/order number tied to your serial number. This number can also be found in the merchant account 
details for transactions processed through PrintSmith. 

Support 
If you need further help, contact PrintSmith Customer Support in any of the following ways.  

Phone 

North America 

888.731.2618 
480.538.5800 
Monday - Friday 7 A.M. - 5 P.M. US Mountain Standard Time 

UK 

0800 783 2737 
Monday - Friday 8 A.M. - 5 P.M. UK Time 

EMEA 

+49 2102 745 4500 
Monday - Friday 9 A.M. - 6 P.M. Central European Time 

Fax 

480.538.5804 (North America) 

E-Mail 

North America 

Printsmith.service@efi.com 

EMEA 

Europe_support@efi.com 
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